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Enfo – working for more sustainable and 
intelligent tomorrow



Enfo

Data-driven business
Results you want, people 
you love working with

Enfo is a family of 800 digital experts. 
With our expertise in digital trust, data 
and analytics, applications, integration, 
and managed services, we both build 
and run IT solutions on cloud. We 
prioritize a collaborative approach and 
responsibility in everything we do. 

We work for a more sustainable and 
intelligent world where technology 
empowers people, businesses, and 
societies and accelerates their 
progress.

57
years of 

experience

800
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10
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45%
Finland
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Sweden
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ENFO’S VALUE PROMISE TO EMPLOYEES

At Enfo, you are embraced as your 
true self. We are a compassionate 
family of experts, working for a 
more sustainable and intelligent 
tomorrow. Together, we unleash our 
full potential, while finding a work-
life balance most purposeful for 
everyone. Let's grow together and 
make life work at Enfo!
INCLUSION & DIVERSITY | WORK-LIFE BALANCE |
DEVELOPMENT | LEADERSHIP



Enfo’s current 
Inclusion & Diversity 
maturity – example of 
results



Enfo is on a journey from 
beginner to I&D developer 

Overall I&D maturity

Beginner Developer Advanced

1. Commitment

Beginner Developer Advanced

2. Diversity and inclusion work processes

Beginner Developer Advanced

3. Employees

Beginner Developer Advanced

4. Customers, users and other collaboration partners

Beginner Developer Advanced



1. Commitment

Beginner Developer
1.01 Organization's commitment √

1.02 Resourcing and responsibility √

1.03 Composition of the board of directors √

1.04 The role of the board of directors √

1.05 Composition of the executive team √

1.06 The role of the executive team √

1.07 Public support by the top management √

Strengths to build on

I&D in strategy for 2022-2024

I&D building block in employee value promise 

Gender balance in group management team 
38/62 % female/male

Development opportunities

Enfo’s I&D aspiration and goal

I&D related expectations for all Enfonians

Commitment and sponsorship internally

Ideas for actions

Establish I&D plan for Enfo

Define I&D roles and responsibilities

I&D regular topic in leadership and company-
level meetings



3. Employees
Beginner Developer

3.01 Job advertisement √
3.02 Assessing applicants √
3.03 Interview √
3.04 Definition and description of duties √
3.05 Job classification √
3.06 Pay equality √
3.07 Career advancement √
3.08 Learning and development √
3.09 Employee wellbeing √
3.10 Diversity and inclusion training √
3.11 Building an inclusive culture - a 
workplace free from norms √

3.12 Building an inclusive culture - active 
bystander intervention √

3.13 Building an inclusive culture -
language awareness √

3.14 Tools and instructions in case of 
discrimination √

3.15 Physical premises √
3.16 Job accommodations √
3.17 Sexual and gender minorities in the 
workplace √

3.18 Combining family and work √
3.19 Boundaries between work and 
leisure time √

Strengths to build on

Equal pay between genders

Physical premises well accommodated

Wellbeing and work-life balance 

Development opportunities

I&D view in recruitment process end-to-end

Training and awareness-building on I&D

How to follow-up career advancement cross Enfo

Ideas for actions

Include I&D trainings in Enfo College

Review people processes with I&D lenses

Ensure I&D taken in account at all facilities 



Reflections about the process and ideas 
for next steps 



How did we conduct the self-
assessment in practice?

Understanding the 
themes and measures 
as well as maturity 
levels. Creating a jointly 
used tool as work 
platform. Team consisting of 

People & Culture and 
Marketing & 
Communications as 
owners per topic; 
reaching out to 
relevant parties in the 
rest of the organization

Assessing each measure 
against the matrix, with 
reference to the user manual

Review progress and results 
together, sparring each other and 
sharing ideas in project team 
meetings along the way



Excel is a friend – tips & tricks!

o Create Pivots for counting your scores
o Remember to title each row in the mainsheet
o Number each theme and all the measures (tip: use X.0Y format 

to be able to sort in order)
o The table further allows to create different graphs or trends to 

visualize the data



We are committed to being an inclusive 
workplace where everyone feels they belong.

o I&D assessment provides concrete action 
ideas for each measure very naturally; 
next, include more colleagues in the work

o Themes and the order helps to prioritize 
and to know where to start; also helps 
maintaining balance between themes

o Provides an awareness building and 
training tool for the whole organization, 
with lots of great reference materials

o Excel could be a tool for tracking trends

Ideas for next steps: Building our 
first inclusion & diversity action plan



enfogroup.com 

Thank you

Headed in the same direction 
– walk there together?

Henna Ylitalo 
EVP, People & Culture
+358 40 801 8840
henna.ylitalo@enfogroup.com  


